Abstract 19
Characterising the distribution of fitness effects (DFE) for new mutations is central in evolutionary 20 genetics. Analysis of molecular data under the McDonald-Kreitman test has suggested that 21 adaptive substitutions make a substantial contribution to between-species divergence. Methods 22 have been proposed to estimate the parameters of the distribution of fitness effects for positively 23 selected mutations from the unfolded site frequency spectrum (uSFS). However, when beneficial 24 mutations are strongly selected and rare, they may make little contribution to standing variation 25 and will thus be difficult to detect from the uSFS. In this study, I analyse uSFS data from simulated 26 populations subject to advantageous mutations with effects on fitness ranging from mildly to 27 strongly beneficial. When advantageous mutations are strongly selected and rare, there are very 28 few segregating in populations at any one time. Fitting the uSFS in such cases leads to erroneous 29 parameter estimates which may lead researchers to false conclusions regarding the relative 30 contribution adaptive mutations make to molecular evolution. Fortunately, the parameters for the 31 distribution of fitness effects for harmful mutations are typically estimated with high accuracy and 32 precision. The results from this study suggest that the parameters of positively selected mutations 33 obtained by analysis of the uSFS should be treated with caution and suggest that variability at 34 Introduction 43 Characterising the distribution of fitness effects for beneficial mutations is central in evolutionary 44 biology. The rate and fitness effects of advantageous mutations may determine important 45 evolutionary processes such as how variation in quantitative traits is maintained (Hill, 2010) , the 46 evolution of sex and recombination (Otto, 2009) and the dynamics of evolutionary rescue in 47 changing environments (Orr & Unckless, 2014) . However, despite its central role in evolution, 48
relatively little is known about the distribution of fitness effects (DFE) for advantageous mutations 49 in natural populations. The DFE for advantageous mutations can be estimated from data obtained 50 via targeted mutation or from mutation accumulation experiments (e.g. Bank et al., 2014; Böndel 51 et al., 2019) , but such efforts may be limited to laboratory systems. Alternatively, estimates of the 52 DFE can be obtained for natural systems using population genetic methods. 53 54 When natural selection is effective, beneficial alleles are promoted to eventual fixation while 55 deleterious variants are maintained at low frequencies. Under recurrent mutation, selection and 56 genetic drift interact to shape the distribution of allele frequencies in a population (Wright, 1937) . 57
Parameters of the DFE for both advantageous and deleterious mutations can be estimated by 58 modelling population genomic data, specifically the site frequency spectrum (SFS). The SFS is the 59 distribution of allele frequencies present in a sample of individuals drawn from a population. By 60 little to standing genetic variation (e.g. Barton & Zeng, 2018 
Slightly deleterious alleles may contribute to both standing genetic variation and between-species 80 divergence, estimates of α may therefore be refined by subtracting the contribution that 81 deleterious alleles make to both polymorphism and divergence and this can be calculated using 82 the DFE for harmful mutations (Eyre-Walker & Keightley, 2009 ). Application of such methods to 83 natural populations suggest that α is of the order of 0.5 in a large variety of animal taxa (Galtier, 84 2016 ). However, if adaptive evolution is as frequent as MK-test analyses suggest, the assumption 85 that advantageous alleles contribute little to standing variation may be violated and ignoring them 86 could lead to biased estimates of the DFE (Tataru et al., 2017) . 87
88
When advantageous alleles contribute to standing variation, parameters of the DFE for both 89 deleterious and beneficial mutations can be estimated from the SFS (Schneider et al., 2011; Tataru 90 et al., 2017) . When data from an outgroup species are available, variable sites within a focal 91 species can be polarised as either ancestral or derived and the unfolded SFS (uSFS) can be 92 obtained. The uSFS is a vector of length 2n, where n is the number of haploid genome copies 93 sampled. The i th entry of the uSFS is the count of derived alleles observed at a frequency i in the 94 sample. Note that when outgroup data are not available, alleles cannot be polarised and the 95 distribution of minor allele frequencies (known as the folded SFS) is analysed. There is limited 96 power to detect positive selection from the uSFS, so the DFE for beneficial mutations is often 97 modelled as a discrete class of mutational effects, with one parameter specifying the fitness 98 effects of beneficial mutations, a = 2Nesa where Ne is the effective population size and sa is the 99 positive selection coefficient in homozygotes, and another specifying the proportion of new 100 mutations that are advantageous, pa. Estimates of a and pa for nonsynonymous sites have only 101 been obtained a handful of species, and these are summarised in Depending on the rate and fitness effects of beneficial mutations, different aspects of population 116 genomic data may be more or less informative for estimating the parameters of positive selection. 117
As beneficial mutations spread through populations, they may carry linked neutral variants to high 118 frequency, causing selective sweeps (Barton, 2000) . On the other hand, if advantageous mutations 119 have mild fitness effects, they may take a long time to reach fixation and make a substantial and pa from the uSFS have yielded similar estimates of positive selection (Table 1) , which may 129 indicate commonalities in the DFE for beneficial mutations across taxa. On the other hand, it could 130 be that uSFS analyses have only found evidence for mildly beneficial mutations because the 131 approach is only powered to detect weakly beneficial mutations. Indeed, it has been argued that 132 rare strongly selected advantageous mutations, which may contribute little to standing variation, Charlesworth, (2019), but unlike that study, I did not model the untranslated regions of the genes. 170
Nonsynonymous sites were modelled by drawing the fitness effects for 2/3rds of mutations in 171 exons from a distribution of fitness effects (DFE), while the remaining 1/3 were strictly neutral and 172 used to model synonymous sites. The fitness effects of nonsynonymous mutations were beneficial 173 with probability pa or deleterious with probability 1 -pa. Beneficial mutations had a fixed selection 174 coefficient of a = 2Nesa. The fitness effects of deleterious mutations were drawn from a gamma 175 distribution with a mean of d = 2Nesd = -2,000 and a shape parameter of ß = 0.3 (sd being the 176 negative selection coefficient in homozygotes). The gamma distribution of deleterious mutational 177 effects was used for all simulated datasets and was based on results for nonsynonymous sites in 178
Drosophila melanogaster (Loewe & Charlesworth, 2006) . Uniform rates of mutation (μ) and 179 recombination (r) were set to 1 x 10 -6 (giving 4Ner = 4Neµ = 0.01). Note that μ and r are far higher 180 than is biologically realistic for most eukaryotes, I scaled up these rates to model a population with 181 a large Ne using simulations of 2,500 individuals. Across simulations I varied the a and pa 182 parameters and performed 2,000 replicates for each combination of parameters. Thus, I simulated 183 a dataset of 21Mbp of coding sequence for each combination of a and pa tested. fitness effects drawn from a distribution that incorporated both deleterious and advantageous 234 mutations. The DFE for harmful mutations was constant, but I varied the fraction (pa) and fitness 235 effects ( a) of beneficial mutations across simulated datasets (Table 2) Across simulations, the strength of selection acting on advantageous mutations ranged from a = 246 10 to a = 1,000. For a given pa parameter, increasing the strength of selection increased the 247 observed proportion of adaptive substitutions, αObs ( Figure 1A ). This is expected and is due to the 248 monotonic increasing relationship between fixation probability and the strength of positive 249 selection first described by Haldane (1927) . Additionally, parameter combinations for which apa 250 were equal had similar proportions of adaptive substitutions, for example compare a = 10 and pa 251 = 0.01 to a = 1,000 and pa = 0.0001 ( Figure 1A ). This was also expected because the rate of 252 adaptive substitutions is proportional to apa. In some datasets, particularly when pa = 0.01 and 253 advantageous mutations were very strongly selected (i.e. a ≥ 500), αObs exceeded 0.75, which is 254 higher than is typically estimated from empirical data (Galtier, 2016) , so these parameter 255 combinations may not be biologically relevant. 256
257
The effects of selection at linked sites varied across simulated datasets. The DFE for deleterious 258 mutations was kept constant across simulations, so the extent of background selection should be 259 fairly similar across all parameter sets and thus variation in πS/π0 reflects the effects of selective 260 sweeps. I found that selection at linked sites reduced synonymous site diversity below the 261 expected value of 0.01 in all simulations ( Figure 1B) . Increasing the fitness effects or frequency of 262 advantageous mutations had a strong effect on genetic diversity at synonymous sites, as shown by 263 πS/π0 in Figure 1B . Unlike αObs, however, πS/π0 responded differently to parameter combinations 264 that had the same apa (Figure 1 ). Finally, differences in pa explained most of the variation in the 265 number of segregating advantageous mutations (SAdv.) across simulated datasets, but SAdv. also 266 increased with the strength of positive selection ( Figure 1C ). On the basis of these results, it is 267 clear that there will be lower power to estimate positive selection on the basis of standing 268 variation when advantageous mutations are rare (i.e. pa = 0.0001) than when they are 269 comparatively frequent (i.e. pa = 0.01). Figure 2) . However, for a given value of pa, the analytical expectation for models 288 with increasing fitness effects were very similar, which likely makes it difficult to distinguish 289 advantageous mutation parameters on the basis of polymorphism alone (Figure 2 ). For the three 290 parameter sets shown in Figure 2 , the overall contribution that advantageous alleles make to the 291 uSFS for nonsynonymous sites is small relative to deleterious ones ( Figure S1 ). Accurate estimation 292 of positive selection parameters from the uSFS requires that the distribution of advantageous 293 alleles can be distinguished from deleterious variants, so when pa is small it seems likely that uSFS 294 analyses will be unable to easily distinguish competing models. likelihood ratio tests, which tested the null hypothesis that the fit of a full DFE model is similar to 305 that of a model containing only deleterious mutations. For each of the combinations of positive 306 selection parameters shown in Table 2 , I ran polyDFE on uSFS data from 100 bootstrap replicates. 307
When modelling the full uSFS (i.e. with divergence), polyDFE identified models containing positive 308 selection consistently for all but one (pa = 0.0001 and a = 10) of the parameter combinations 309 tested ( Table 2) . When the DFE was inferred from polymorphism data alone (i.e. without 310 divergence), models containing positive selection were identified less often, particularly when 311 beneficial mutations were rare (pa = 0.0001; Table 2) . simulated datasets. I found that when simulated beneficial mutations were mildly advantageous 322 ( a = 10) but relatively frequent (pa = 0.01), both a and pa were estimated accurately regardless of 323 whether divergence was modelled or not ( Figures 3A-B ). This finding is consistent with both 324 uSFS with or without divergence yielded very similar parameter estimates, but in both cases, the 326 strength of positive selection seemed to be positively correlated with the estimated pa (Figure 3) . 327
In all cases, when beneficial mutations had a ≥ 50, neither a nor pa were accurately estimated 328 ( Figure 3) . substitutions obtained in this way is denoted αDFE. When modelling the full uSFS, αDFE was 335 estimated with high accuracy, but with a slight upward bias ( Figure 3C ). When the DFE was 336 inferred without divergence αDFE was underestimated when beneficial mutations were strongly 337 selected and rare (Figure 3) . 338
339
In the presence of infrequent, strongly beneficial mutations the parameters of the DFE for 340 deleterious mutations estimated by polyDFE were very accurate ( Figure S1 ). Estimates of the DFE 341 for harmful mutations were less accurate when beneficial mutations occurred with pa ≥ 0.001 and 342 a ≥ 100. This is presumably because in such cases recurrent selective sweeps eliminate a large 343 amount of neutral diversity and distort the distribution of standing genetic variation at 344 nonsynonymous sites. However, as stated above, the parameter range where the DFE for harmful 345 mutations was poorly estimated in this study may not be biologically relevant. The likelihood surface for the a and pa parameters for three simulated datasets. Hue 354
indicates differences in log likelihood between a particular parameter combination and the best-355 fitting model. Best fitting models are indicated by red points and the true parameters are given 356 above the plots and indicated by the white plus signs on the likelihood surface. The relation apa = 357 0.1 is shown as a turquoise line and is constant across the three datasets shown.
359
It is very difficult to tease apart the parameters of positive selection from the uSFS by maximum 360 likelihood. Figure 4 shows the likelihood surface for three sets of positive selection parameters. 361
The three parameter sets all satisfy the condition that apa = 0.1. The proportion of adaptive 362 substitutions is largely determined by the product apa (Kimura & Ohta, 1971 ) and, as expected, 363 the three parameter combinations shown in Figure 4 all exhibit a similar αObs ( Figure 1A) . However, 364 the extent by which neutral genetic diversity is reduced and the number of segregating 365 advantageous mutations differ substantially across the three parameter combinations (Figure 1) . 366
The top row of panels in Figure 4 shows that when modelling the full uSFS, the likelihood surface 367 closely tracks the relation apa = 0.1. Focussing on the top panel in Figure 4A Figure 4C ). In the case of a = 1000 378 and pa = 0.0001, the likelihood surface about the true parameters was very flat ( Figure 4A) . 379
Increasing the pa parameter increased likelihood for all strengths of selection, so that the MLEs 380 shown in Figure 4A are simply the values with the highest pa in the range tested (the vertical red 381 line in Figure 4A ). When a = 100 and pa = 0.001, the likelihood surface about the estimates was 382 steep, but the selection parameters identified by maximum likelihood were incorrect ( Figure 4B) . (Figure 3 ). This is not 389 particularly surprising and is consistent with verbal arguments made in published studies (Booker 390 & Keightley, 2018; Campos et al., 2017) . However, it is troubling that when beneficial mutations 391 are strongly selected and rare, the uSFS often contained significant signal of positive selection but 392 erroneous parameter estimates were obtained. If one were to analyse an empirical dataset and estimate parameters of positive selection of the order a ~ 10 and pa ~ 0.01, it would be difficult to 394 know whether those were reflective of the true underlying parameters or an artefact of strong 395 selection. Furthermore, α is accurately estimated when modelling the full uSFS with divergence, 396 but doing so assumes that the DFE has remained invariant over time and that assumption may be 397 problematic. Estimates of α obtained by analysing polymorphism data without divergence avoid 398 this assumption, but may underestimate the true values if beneficial mutations are strongly 399 selected and rare. In this study, estimates of αDFE obtained when the full uSFS was analysed were very precise, but 419 with a slight upward bias (Figure 3 ). When simulated beneficial mutations were strongly selected 420 and rare, the parameters inferred using polymorphism data alone (i.e. without divergence) yielded 421 spurious estimates of αDFE (Figure 3) . When analysing datasets from real populations, αDFE may not 422 capture the contribution that strongly beneficial mutations make to molecular evolution. This may 423 make it difficult to contrast αDFE between species with large differences in population size, because 424 the number of segregating advantageous mutations and thus ability to accurately estimate 425 selection parameters will depend on Ne. 426
427
The simulations I performed in this study generated the ideal dataset for estimating parameters of 428 selection from the uSFS. I simulated datasets containing 21Mbp of sites in which genotypes and 429 whether sites were selected or not was unambiguously known. When analysing real data this is 430 not the case and researchers often have to filter a large proportion of sites out of their analyses or 431 choose to analyse a subset of genes that have orthology with outgroups or biological properties of 432
interest. In addition, the populations I simulated were randomly mating and had constant sizes (2019) had 8 haploid genome sequences for each of great ape species they analysed, and they 450 argued that they were underpowered to detect positive selection on the basis of the uSFS. 451
However, the results given in this study suggest that even with larger samples (recall that I 452 analysed 40 haploid genomes from my simulated populations), parameters of strongly beneficial 453 mutations are very difficult to resolve by analysis of the uSFS. 454
455
In this study, I modelled beneficial mutations using a discrete class of selection coefficients when, 456 in reality, there is likely a continuous distribution of fitness effects. Indeed, studies in both humans 457 and D. melanogaster have found evidence for a bimodal distribution containing both strongly and 458 weakly beneficial mutations contributing to adaptive evolution using methods which incorporate 459 linkage information but do not explicitly estimate selection parameters (Elyashiv et al., 2016; 460 Uricchio, Petrov, & Enard, 2019). There are currently no methods that estimate the DFE using an 461 analytical expression for the uSFS expected under the combined effects of BGS and sweeps. 462
Rather, nuisance parameters or demographic models are used to correct for the contribution that 
